
Fire Stone Pad ‘A’ Clock Instructions 
 

Setup 
1. If the unit is off turn it on by using the switch on the bottom right side. If it is left on turn it off 

and then back on again to ensure it is set properly. 

2. After turning unit on enter the model code located at top of control console – 0083261 

3. The display will ask you if you want to use shot clocks press the [NO] button shown on the right 

bank of buttons above. 

4. The display will now ask you if you want to use penalty time outs. Press the [NO] button and 

the penalty time will stop and start with main timer. 

Setting the Time 
Look at the score sheet and determine the amount of time each period is to consist of - typical in lower 

age hockey the periods are as such:  

 First period 10:00  

 Second period 10:00  

 Third period 12:00 

To set the clock for 10:00 minutes press the following buttons in this order: 

[SET] [TIME] [1][0][:][0][0] 

Once you are done setting the time the display will show PERIOD – Press [1], [2], or [3] 

Stopping / Starting the Time clock 
The time clock use the two position timer switch at the top left of the console unit – up is START and 

down is STOP. The button should self centre after depressing it. 

Once the period is over the HORN will sound automatically. To shut horn off press the timer switch 

down to OFF. Once the period is over you can set the time for the new period and carry on as before. 

Setting the Score 
Press [HOME SCORE] or [GUEST SCORE] you will see a plus sign (+) on the display just press [1] each 

time and it will add to the score shown on the score board. If you press the wrong number by mistake 

then press [SET] [HOME SCORE] or [GUEST SCORE] plus the number you want to show on the score 

board as you cannot subtract from the score with the control unit. 

Setting Penalties 
With the timer stopped press [SET] [HOME PNLTY] or [GUEST PNLTY] then the amount of time for 

the penalty, typically [2][:][0][0] then you will be prompted to enter the jersey number (if single 

digit then enter zero first, 04 for example or it will not accept it). Time will automatically count down 

and stop/start with the clock. 



Inserting a penalty 
This is helpful when you missed a player when entering multiple penalties. Press the [HOME PNLTY] or 

[GUEST PENTY] key until you display the position you want to enter the player.  

Then press [PNLTY INSERT] display will show INSERT (Y – N) 

This gives you one chance to change your mind. IF you pressed this key by accident just press [NO]. IF 

you want to insert a penalty press [YES] and enter the time (example 2:00) then you will be prompted 

to enter the players number (In this case 04). Now the player you entered is now in that position and all 

other penalties are moved down. 

Editing a Penalty 
If you wish to edit the 2:00 penalty time for player 04 press the [HOME PNLTY] / [GUEST PNLTY] key 

until the penalty for player 04 is displayed on the control. Now press [PNLTY EDIT] and the display 

will read EDIT (Y-N). This gives you one chance to change your mind. If you pressed this key by accident 

press [NO] and nothing will happen. If you want to edit the penalty time press [YES] and enter the 

time (example 5:00) and press [YES]. 

Clearing a Penalty 
If a goal is scored during the penalty and you need to clear the penalty time, push the following buttons: 

[HOME PNLTY]/[GUEST PNLTY] then [PNLTY CLEAR] and (Y/N) will appear on the display, press the 

NO button on the right key pad. 

 

  



 


